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NEWS
By Tony Duarte

If

:<unds
Institute
•iiin a mile or two ot the largest
bile factory in the world men
setting up a very old wind! a short time the eight silvery
-tacks of the Ford plant on the
Rouge will look down upon the
ig arms of this relic of a time
men traveled slowly in stage
. when mass production was
. of and steam was still unit. This reminder of a bygone
a not, however, stand by itself.
; it are clustered scores of other
ra of Early America.
y Ford has set aside 200 acres
I in the city of Dearborn for an
'ional project which reflects his
:ul to which, out of his admira>r Thomas Edison, he has given
ime Edison Institute. The insticonsists of Greenfield Village,
covers the greater part of the
s, and the large group of buildige by known as the Edison
-inn

Anon.

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1936

FROM
THE

They that govern most make
the least noise

Winter Sports Coach Harlow Of Harvard
Miss Gloria Hollister,
Feature Plans
Zoologist, Naturalist,
Will Speak To Students
For Carnival
Will Lecture Monday Dinner Dance Will Be
This Evening In Chapel
Gives Illustrated Lecture, "With Beebe In
Bermuda," In Chapel Under Colby
Chase Fund Auspices
PROMINENT RESEARCH SCIENTIST HOLDS
DEEP-SEA DIVING RECORD FOR WOMEN

Held At Chase
Thursday

Fourth Annual Speaker Has Outstanding Record
Pop Concert, As Coach At Penn State, Colgate,
Reporters Compare Plans
And Western Maryland
Dance Friday
With Those Of Sixteen

ANNOUNCE FIELD DAY
ON FRIDAY, FEB. 7th

Her Invention Of "Fish Magic", A Process By
Which Undissected Fish Are Made Transparent Has Aided Marine Investigation

Years Ago

"Gypsies", "Pirates", LECTURER WILL BE PRESENTED
BY COMBINED Y ASSOCIATIONS
and "Japs" ^Succeeded
By "Collegians"
Knows Every Phase Of Game But Has No Definite
System—Has Been Player And Scout
As Well As Coach Of Note

The 1936 Bates Outing Club Winter
Carnival—the seventeenth annual—in
many respects is similar to the pioneer
effort made by the club in 1920, and
in other respects differs greatly. Now
CRAFTS WILL DIRECT
There are a lot of people who have told good stories about fish conducted on a more elaborate basis,
, ••';
the present enterprise, which will be
CLUBS IN PROGRAM
which got away; Gloria Hollister. second George Colby Chase Lec- held on February 6. 7, 8, 9, promises
..;,!
turer of the year, tells about the fish that didn't get away.
to be the best held to date.
A unique and enjoyable entertain.joi
"With Beebe in Bermuda", is the title of the illustrated lecture
"Dick" Harlow. less widely known as Richard Cresson Harlow.
Feature Sports
ment will be provided those attending
.>
to
be
delivered
by
this
attractive
woman
scientist,
in
the
Bates
the
fourth annual Pop Concert given head coach of football at Harvard, will speak to Bates students at a
There were many interesting fea•.
Chapel at eight o'clock. Monday night, January 20th. under the tures of that first Carnival in 1920. by the Bates Musical Clubs in the combined Y. M. and Y. W. C. A. meeting in the Chapel at 8 o'clock
Winter sports then, as now, formed the Alumni Gymnasium Friday night.
auspices of the George Colby Chase Lecture Fund.
The history of the concerts has been this evening.
basis of the program, but the events
For the past twenty years, ever since the time that he played as
DEEP-SEA REVELATIONS
brief
but colorful. Four years ago the
which started on Thursday afternoon
v
Miss Hollister, Naturalist, Zoologist,
a
tackle
on Penn. State's'team, he has devoted most of his time to
town
populace
was
thrilled
with
the
were completed Saturday.
Research Assistant to Dr. William
performance of the "Bates Gypsies" football. Erstwhile chief of Penn. State. Western Maryland, and
No Ice Hockey
Beebe (famed Naturalist Explorer),
led by the inspiring singing of SylThis year's Carnival, though mod- vester Carter and Miss Lucienne Colgate football forces. Mr. Harlow has left behind him a record of
will tell of her experiences while diving
lied
ernized, will suffer only from the lack Blanchard. This first venture into a winning teams and i> today considered one of the few outstanding
to observe marine life in the subAs C t-rency
of intercollegiate competition in ice new field proved to be a success to the experts in his field.
- scarce has water become in the surface waters off Nonsuch Island, Berhockey. The success of that first pro- Music- Department, both musically and
c
eld district of Central Australia muda. Enhanced by illustrative still
BOTANIST AND COACH
player at Penn. State. Dick would
and
motion
pictures,
tales
of
the
magic
gram was due in large measure to financially and it was decided to make
• i Is being used as a popular and
An anomaly to many is the fact that come home with a wealth of detailed
world
beneath
the
sparkling
waters
Thursday and Friday afternoon events the Pop Concert an annual affair.
I,?
is currency. Workmen often
Harlow has won for himself a place information about the taotics of the
—hockey games with Bowdoin. The
payment for their labor in wa- of Bermuda, by this charming, modest,
as a real authority on botany, and has team and lhe characteristics of the inOrphic Society Concert
traditional rivalry was heightened by
I,; ;l carpenter of Tenant's Creek, and cultured speaker have fascinated
the largest amateur collection of the dividual players down to the way they
The
second
year
witnessed
another
previous
audiences.
the
keenness
of
the
competition,
in
itance, was recently paid eighty
eggs of birds and waterfowl in the cut their fingernails. On one occasion
crowning
performance
by
the
"Bates
A
serious
young
scientist,
as
her
which Bates, after winning the Thursi for a piece of work. In six
country, all collected from woods and Harlow came home and reported that
Pirates"
supported
by
such
stars
as
work
testifies,
and
the
possessor
of
- there has been only one rainday game 1—0, lost by the same score
fields by Mr. Harlow himself.
the neck muscles of a certain center
John
David.
Edward
Small,
Mr.
Carter
one
of
'the
finest
scientific
minds
ever
ie benefits of which have been
to Bowdoin the following afternoon.
A Penn. State tackle, a Penn. State twitched a fraction of a second before
and Miss Blanchard. Last year the
found
in
a
woman,
the
lecturer
served
orgotten.
Friday, too, ice events were held and highest features of the concert were scout, and finally a collegiate head he passed the ball. On the next Saturfor two years as the assistant to Dr.
what events! A 100 yard dash warmed again produced under the splendid per- coach with many years of experience, day Penn. State's guards didn't even
Alexis Carrel, of the Rockefeller Instiup the men for a quarter-mile back- formance of the "Bates Japs." This Mr. Harlow's knowledge of the game look at the ball, but were concentrating
tute. Afterwards she became Research STUDENTS, COLLEGE
ward race, while the girls had a 50- introduced campus musical stars in is very extensive. A great deal of his on the Desk of the center, and as a
Associate of Dr. William Beebe, who
Ac. rding To
skating dash and then a 150-yard the personages of William Hamilton, success has been attributed to his consequence had the opposing linesWOULD BOTH BENEFIT yard
was at the head of the Bermuda OceanTh Bible
footrace. A mile skate for men com- Miss Beatrice Grover and James unusual ability to size up the capabil- men sitting down most of the aftermost offensive thing about the ographic Expedition of the New York
ities and potentialities of his players noon. In 1921, returning from scouting
pleted the contests. All the events were
)eal and its sponsors is vainglory Zoological Society. The new technical
X
During the Assembly Thursday held on Lake Andrews, which served Carter.
This year the same strong support- and lining his coaching technique and Pittsburg. who was then sporting one
•astfulnoss and a kind of infalli- associate of the great scientist con- morning students will be given an op- its purpose admirably. The frigid
strategy to his men. There seems to
compiex. Now that the N'RA has tributed much to the ultimate success portunity to vote on an idea which weather, however, kept the entries ing cast will increase their fame with be no well defined and set Harlow sys- Tom Davies, a player who had been
In the backfield of Walter Camp's Allthe
short
and
snappy
production
to
be
disposed of by the Supreme Court, of the expedition.
has recently been proposed in connec- down. Fittingly enough, the seniors given by the "Bates Collegians." The tem, for his methods vary from game American for the previous year, Dick
it not be wise for the President
tion
with
the
college
Year
Book.
The
to
game,
depending
on
the
opposition
told his team about a give-away In
took first honors with the freshmen a fourth concert is slated to begin
Made Record Last Year
an is lieutenants to ponder the faDavies' crouch. A good player, Davies
Gloria Hollister is the holder of the proposal as made will make it possible "close second." An exhibition of "ice- promptly on the stroke of eight this and the players.
text in the fifth chapter of I
mo
for
everyone
to
get
the
"Mirror"
for
Tryon's
Great
Kick
didn't point, but when he was going
Ti
ilonians? —"Prove all things; diving record for women—1,208 feet. three dollars, or about half of the tennis" and an interclass relay fea- Friday evening, when the Orphic SoTo
a
recent
interviewer,
Mr.
Harlow
ahead for interference his heel cleets
lid.v composed of over thirty-Are
tured the evening program.
hold last that which is good."—Harry This depth was reached by her last former price.
said
that
the
biggest
thrill
he
ever
would be a half-inch off the turf, and
pieces will open with the following
season, when she was lowered in the
Baker, Goucher College.
Open House Saturday
had from a player's game was given when a reverse was coming would just
The idea has already been brought
Expedition's bathysphere, a steel ball,
program:
Then on Saturday afternoon, the
him by his famous protege, Eddie be touching. When the game came, the
five feet in diameter. The metal sphere before the Student Council and the
1. Funiculi-Fiinicula
Tryon of Colgate, in 1925. when Mr. players on Davies' end of the line
was equipped with a porthole fitted Women's Student Government, both Parkers and Roger Bill were dolled
Arranged
by
Roberts
up
for
all
O^n
IIi,;ise
preceding
KB
Harlow was coaching that college. The just watched that gentleman's feet,
with strong quartz glass to enable close organizations having voted overwhelmColombia Unable
2.
Orientale
Oul
day was a rainy and muddy one and
interclass
siiowshoe
meet.
The
seniors
ingly
in
favor
of
it.
The
Publishing
observation
of
deep
sea
life.
To Pa, Debt
Pestalozza Colgate was facing one of Roper's
also won this with the sophomores in 3. Ciribiribin
Association
has
also
indicated
its
apThe
lecturer
is
also
an
invemtor
Colombia is not in position to reSuppe greatest Princeton teams. "Tryon
and the college administration second. A variety of events included 4. Light Cavalry (Overture)
ie service of $22,000,000 annually on of no mean ability. "Fish-magic," a proval
Bobcats at 8:30
wasn't by any means a remarkable
is
only
deferring
judgment
"until
stu220-yard
dashes
on
snowslioes
and
skis.
process
of
making
fish
transparent
so
arelgn debt of $206,500,000, accordThe Orphic Society is well known punter, and averaged about forty yards
a siiowshoe obstacle race, a three-mile
to Joaquln Angel, financial ex- as to observe the bodily structure with- dent opinion has been sought.
ski race, and a ski potato race. A cos- for fine programs it has turned out on his kicks," said Harlow. "He was
. writing in a recent issue of the out dissection is the product of her
Would Cost Less
tame party had been planned to top in past years and if one may judge forced to kick from behind his own
creation.
spaper "El Tiempo."
Besides the increased advertising off the Carnival, lint the committee de- by the selected program above, this coal line, and the pass from center
The greatest part of this debt conDirectly after his speech in
Revolutionary Discovery
value to the college and the security cided to replace it by moving pictures year's light and airy music will be went askew, so that Tryon had to reach
it" bonds sold in the United States,
enjoyed by all patrons of the Pop. The way out to get the ball and was in no
chapel Wednesday night, JanuBecause the former method of han- offered future publishers of the "Mirsenting loans to the national gov- dling marine specimens found in the ror," the scheme will make possible a in Chase Hall, the then new recrea- Society will occupy the stage for but position to punt. McMillan, the Princeary 15th, Coach Richard Harlow
ient, the State and municipalities Beebe seines was one involving dis- better book and a book more repre- tion hall for the men.
one-hall an hour and it will pay those ton center, had got through the line
of Harvard will address in Chase
o agricultural banks on mortgage section, said specimens were ruined sentative of the whole college. By makCarnival Queen
who appreciate good music to come like a wild bull, and Kddie did the
Hall the members of the Varsity
Is, together with various short- for further study, and because the ing subscriptions universal
No
mention
was
made
of
a
Carnival
early.
Club and the coaches of the colquickest piece of thinking I've ever
more
The
stage
will
then
be
occupied
by
bank loans.
seen. With a fraction of a second to
lege at a smoker given in his
knowledge of the structure of the speci- money will be afforded for such things Queen, but one can easily see how,
honor.
men obtained in this manner was not as color, section page work, and all from the meager though energetic be- the well-known Bates Bobcats. Under work in, he just held the ball out in
the
guiding
foot-beat
of
Arthur
Axelfront
of
the
charging
McMillan,
whose
ginnings
briefly
outlined,
the
present
Although there are no set
always accurate, the young woman sci- the things which characterize a colextent of the program has been at- rod this ten piece dance orchestra will brains weren't clicking quite so fast.
speeches on the program it is
lege
book
as
compared
with
the
regentist
set
her
brain
to
work.
The
result
0 -st Settlement
tained by innovations such as the produce gay and sombre dance num- McMillan was just enough befuddled
expected that Coach Harlow will
was this "fish-magic," a process by ular high school variety.
Changes Name
talk to the group on the topic of
queen idea. This year is no exception bers for an hour and a half. At ten by the unexpected as to dive for the
which
undissected
fish
are
made
comThe
plan
as
outlined
is
to
have
the
Santo Domingo, founded four years pletely transparent, with every bone
o'clock
an
intermission
of
short
durahall,
which
would
mean
a
touchdown.
football and athletics in general.
in
the
matter
of
brilliant
additions
to
price
set
at
three
dollars,
collectible
Columbus discovered America
tion will occur during which time the Tryon then snatched the ball from in
After the entertainment relie oldest white settlement in the still in its original place yet clearly on everyone's term bill. It means that the C;irnival arrangements. The queen, Collegians will offer a floor show com- front of McMillan and got off the best
freshments will be served. It is
formerly
disclosed
and
coronated
In
an
the
college
annual
will
be
available
to
visible.
.
,
x.
World, changed its name last
prised of the following numbers:
punt he ever made. The ball traveled
hoped that all Varsity Club memDr. Beebe says that his associate s
students in the future for the full impressive ceremony at the All-College
week to Ciudad (City) Trujillo. The invention has revolutionized the sci- all
1. "The Desert Song"
Romberg seventy yards down the field, and that
bers will be present as a good
,-e honors the President and dic- entific study of marine life, and has four years, for substantially the same skate, will this year be revealed on
ball was slippery, and heavy, too. You
Bass solo by James Carter
time is promised.
ot the Dominican Republic. Gen- made possible many discoveries in that price that previous buyers have had Thursday, the opening evening of the
can look that kick up in the statistics.
Willi the supporting floor chorus
The committee in charge of
week-end. The ritual will be performed
- Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina. Held which would otherwise have been to pay for two.
Romberg Afterward I asked Eddie how he, who
the Smoker is composed of Harry
at the dinner dance, which has been 2. "One Alone"
has done much to develop the impossible. In her lecture Miss Hollisnever punted over forty yards, ever
More Under-Class Emphasis _
Trombone solo by Winston Keck
Keller '36, Richard Loomis '37,
scheduled to follow the coeducational
an a port.
got off such a whopper, 'Well,' he said,
and Chorus
and Fred Martin '37.
ter gives the audience a vivid exIn inaugurating the plan the present dinner-—one of last year's innovations.
•I
thought
it
was
about
time
I
got
off
from "High
planation of her invention.
"Mirror" staff plans to make the pub- An Axelrod'a Bobcats will preside over 3. "Ting-a-ling-a-ling"
Friml a decent punt, and that seemed like
Although she is telling about things lication an all-collego history rather the Thursday affair and will probably
Jinks"
about as good a time as any to do it.' and legged it to the other end of the
scientific.
Miss
Hollister
makes
her
The
Chorus
than one merely of the Senior Class. play again at the climactic Carnival
"Viway Safety
Woodman Alter that he went right back to kick- line to squelch him time and time
story delightfully adventurous and Although the book has not been enI. "The Smoker"
Ca ,ipaign Announced
Hop on Saturday evening.
again.
ing forty yards."
Male Chorus
tirely a Senior affair in the past, "he
We know more about the causes of fascinating.
Clever Scout
Mr. Harlow's long experience as a
Winter Sports
o
5. "Speak to Me of Love"
ccidente and how to prevent them
(Continued on Page 3)
Dwight Shepler reports that Har- coach, and his many insights into huLollypop rushes up Mt. David—one
Soprano solo
•an ever before; we know that coinlow's record as a Penn. State scout In man nature gained therefrom should
Miss Beatrice Grover
for the men and another for the women
unities and entire States can greatly
"When a Maid Comes Knocking at 1921 and 1922 is quite a commentary make this lecture both a worth while
are listed for Friday morning, and C.
luce their traffic accidents if they
Your Heart"—from the "Firefly" on his observation powers, for, as re- and an extremely interesting one for
in the afternoon a winter field day
dly want to. and we know that the
lated by Mike Palm, who was then a eds and co-eds alike.
by Friml
with skiing, snowshoeing. and tobogse, officials and the public are
The Chorus
ganing will attract the fun-seekers to
red intensely over the yearly sacForty Voices in Chorus
Pole Hill, while those not interested
e of 36,000 lives, more than a milFinal Registration Rules
While the floor chorus of sixteen
Though Valentine's day is still
in these events will be given the opinjuries, and many millions of doltrained voices would seem sufficient,
very much in the offing, several
portunity of hiking to Gulf 1
Must All Be Followed
through motor vehicle accidents.
this year the concert will take on an
Bates co-eds. both past and presis knowledge has led the execuDam.
air of grandeur with a supporting
To complete registration, the
ent,
have
made
notable
progress
Unrevealed
Novelties
ii. committee of the National Safety
The "Mirror" Staff, in order to
receipt from the Bursar must be
in the game of "hearts." DiaSome novelties as yet unrevealed will chorus of over forty voices situated in
il to announce a five-year highhave as many as possible of the
the balcony singing the theme song
presented at the Registrar's Ofmonds
and
blushes
accompany
be
presented
in
connection
with
the
-afety campaign, beginning now,
group
pictures
taken
at
the
studio,
fice
IN PERSON, not by proxy,
seniors
and
"grads"
alike.
(Continued
on
Page
3)
the definite objective of reducing
(Continued on Page 3)
and in order to limit the time as
or through the mail.
Among
those
who
have
taken
deaths and injuries by at least
much as possible, is arranging to
The rules for advance charges
the first step towards the "little
r cent each year, or a total
have pictures taken at the Tash
reads: church
around
the
corner,"
are
On
Saturday.
January
11,
the
Board
thirty-five per cent by the end of
Studio, 125 Main Street, Lewiston,
"The receipt from the Bursar's
Harriett Van Stone '36, and
of Trustees of Bates College held their
: 140.
during the afternoon of January 18,
Office for the above must be preThomas Vernon '35, Muriel Corsemi annual meeting in Chase Hall.
Saturday.
sented in person at the Regisson '36, and Everett Barclay of
Besides President Clifton D. Gray,
trar's Office and stamped before
If for any reason it is impossible
Norfolk, Virginia, Ruth Trites
twenty other trustees were present at
registration is completed and a
for the groups to be taken as indi•35, and Robert Walker '35.
Silv r Collapie
this meeting which was of outstanding
student made eligible to attend
cated, will the responsible officers
Charlotte Harmon, acclaimed in
Ing contributor to the "Garnet," an
** . tei Weit
importance.
his classes. This should be atget in touch with David Whitethe "Mirror" as the vamp of
assistant in Economics, and is doing
An entirelv new idea at Bates was
t feelings of fear, anger, exastended to not later than FebruSenior Honors work. Miss Fleming is
house immediately.
last year's class, has evidently
•i and resentment, with which brought forth when the Meeting voted
ary 8 at noon. Failure to do this
active in the Christian Service, Polibeen conquered
by William
ver States greeted the news to award a medal, each year, to an outThese
groups
will
be
photowill result in the LOSS OF CUTS
tics, and Philhellenic clubs, and is a
Thornton also a '35 graduate,
le price of white metal had col- standing alumnus of the college. This
graphed
at
the
time
designated:
FOR THE WHOLE SEMESmember of the NYA cabinet. Carleton
and last but not least, former
in the world market last month, honor will be conferred for the first
TER."
Mabee also belong to the Christian
Saturday, January 18, P. M.
Prof. H. L. Lewis is planning to
hav, given way now to one of be- time at the Commencement Exercises
The balance of college bills is
1
Service and Politics Club, has parCALL OFF HOLY CROSS
lead Virginia Parker of Lewiston
of the Class of 1937.
1:30. Senior Class Officers.
■ meat
due on March 1. SENIORS are
nrDATP
AT rUR
PORTI
ANDT*'ciPated ln 4'A History
dramatics,
isGoverndoing
The-trustees appointed a committee
to the altar.
i by their political leaders that
1:40.
Junior
Class
Officers.
DLB A itAl
1 L^\r»L»
and
reminded that second semester
Honorg work in
^Ministration's silver purchase to form a movement of "Friends of the
1:50. Sophomore Class Officers.
term bills may not be extended.
ment, and was winner of the Tau
pri, ■ in would make for steadily Librarv," a society that is becoming
Members of the Bates debating Kappa Alpha Debate Tournament in
2:00. Freshman Class Officers.
The advance payments ($125)
world prices and that it marked increasingly popular among colleges
squad are scheduled for action on for- New England last year; while William
for the classes of 1936 and 1937
2:10. Honor Students.
tho
-inning of world-wide bimetal- at the present time.
eign fields this week as Priscilla Greenwood now heads the Debating
should be completed on or before
2:20. Ivy Day: Class of '36.
ten the silverite cannot understand
To President Gray, the meeting
Heath '36. and Isabelle Fleming '36. Association, is a member of the PolFriday, February 7. The bills of
2:30. Student Council.
voted the power to appoint a new inthis has not developed.
.meet Rhode Island this evening at itics Club, has been an energetic
the classes of 1938 and 1939 are
2:40. Student Government.
structor in the History Department
Rhode Island, and William Greenwood
to be paid on or before Thursday,
tor several years, was
2:50. "Bates Mirror" Staff.
Kent Sunday a ceremonial service •36 and Carleton Mabee '36. take on cheer-leader
February 6.
of this college.
.
runner-up in the recent bowling tour3:00.
"Bates
Student"
Staff.
for
the
Girl
Reserves
of
Lewiston
will
The Board of Trustees voiced their
M I T. tonight at Boston.
nament, and is one of the leaders in
J!° Germ.
be
held
in
the
chapel,
to
be
followed
3:10.
The
"Garnet"
Staff.
" The topic up for discussion in both the yet undecided ping-pong contests.
approval of the action of the Executive
*">m Heaven
3:20. Publishing Association.
Board in buying a residence an _Frye bv a tea in the Women's Locker Build- debates is whether or not the Supreme
men will return to campus on
n ree years ago Professor Charles Street for the purpose of converting it ing The program which has been Court should be allowed to retain un- theThe
3:30. Varsity Play.
•
day
following
their
debate,
but
the
! -Lipmann of the University of Call- into a women's social union. They also planned will include organ music by S?ected the pewer of JudicialReview women will continue on to meet Pem3:40. Y. M. C. A.
ri
'i'i. as good a biologist as ever voted to give encouragement to me Muriel Underwood '36. a welcome from and in consideration of the recent broke in Providence on Thursday and
3:50. Y. W. C. A.
Jaunted through a microscope, startled Alumni Council in their drive to "use Bates by Ruth Rowe '36, Dr. Zerby as action of the Court in invalidating the Mt. Holyoke in a league debate on
On Thursday, January 16, Mrs.
4:00. Spofford Club.
""? World
i„™ ».ho,t
c/il(!p five thousand dollars to furnish the speaker. Bates is glad to have the Girl AAA and the resultant confusion In
world k,.
by announcing
that some
Clifton Gray will entertain at one of
Friday
to
complete
their
only
trip
4:10.
Sodalitas
Latina.
1
Reserves here and to give them an New Deal quarters, such a topic should
'iii<-s which lie
he had examined
her monthly teas the girls whose
__,
of the year.
4:20. Der Deutsche Verein.
contained germs. It looked as if the building.
birthdays are in January. The program
Those present at the meeting were. opportunity to use the chape « tar be poignantly interesting and vital to
old a
Edmund
Muskee
'36,
and
Irving
4:30.
Camera
Club.
nd discredited theory of pan- President Clifton Daggett Gray, W. B. consecration service, and tney are any audtence.^^ ^ members of Isaacson '36, were also scheduled to
is being arranged by Edith Jordan '36,
4:40.
W.
A.
A.
Board.
cordially welcomed to the tea which
lhe theory tnat Iife in
and she is being assisted by Mary
formT
to
J^e Skelton of Lewiston, Carl E. Milliken is to be held afterward. Other features th^Senlor class "and have been active meet' Holy Cross at Portland In an
" of microorganisms was trahs- of New York City, Harry J. Carlson
Abromson '36. Games will be played,
All Senior Individual pictures
exhibition debate on the Supreme
t0 l
completing
the
ceremony-will
be-two
.„ Abating since their freshman year. Court this week, but this meeting has
_ '.
his planet from outer space of Boston, William F. Garcelon 01
some of whioh are based on the Zodiac
must be taken at Tash's within two
be
tnle
solos
bv
Harriett
Durkee^37,
the
formTO mention only a few of their various
sign for this month, Aquarious.
weeks from this date.
eh*!? *
Bacteriologists Boston, Herbert V. Neal of Boston,
been postponed until February.
p Li
ing
of
the
cross
on
the
steps,
and
the
tivlties. Miss Heath is an outstandno h
"
Pmann. They could find James E. Coburn of Lewiston, Mre.
ao
I singing of hymns.
exantf-f?* in the meteorites that tney
(Continued on P«*e 3)

Students Vote
On Proposed
Fee Revision

"Mirror" May Be Placed
On More Durable
Financial Basis

i

Coach Harlow
Will Be Guest
Of Varsity Club

Trustees Vote
For Additional
History Prof

Engagements Reveal
Work Of Dan Cupid

Tash's To Take Mirror
Pictures This Saturday

Also Approve Purchase
Of Women's Union
On Frye Street

Debaters Will Meet M.I.T.
And Mount Holyoke
Supreme Court Power
To Be Discussed By
Varsity Teams

Bates Welcomes Girl
Reserves On Sunday

Mrs. Gray To Entertain
Aquarious-Born Co-eds

II:
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Musical Notes

Thoughts Of
A Young Lady

By Gale Freeman

'pepysYhru^TheJ<eyhole -.
week.01
be the busiest
contributions this week
career and
blew into our%olumn {-"a"
of Lewiston and «*°°"2in an idle
T
\TSespeaSreei«ckrmana Menckenm
What wiU» Friday eve and 8
maA i, i?,
nPoP •»your scandalous remuch due tornp
n eye

not . • • Don't try to tool me
can be fooled?" Atta girl
School's out, and B<
melodies*?) echo again in i,'V
Jean U. H. takes can. ol it in ^ • .
they say . . . Make a
competition . . . The
.';"%i,
and Round at Band
', .""m
Scales and Gillinga pr0\
. . . People who tried • .
much disturbed ...
picked by the girl In tj
Saturday night . .
honks, and then some . . -lV('£ • >»j
more taken to sewi
Soc. class. Lend a
stocking run. Wesley?
And while it wasn't
,0
really heard thai
smock bore the in„,""*?
and Mrs. Tim is the
Mrs. is reputed to l>.
unspeakable dame . . . Our
Astaire in Santa (lir
Mr. Glaser from GarrJ
''id«**
he hasn't definitely
Lewiston car retail
claims
has definite proof ol
rection . . . Still, m
FOOD doesn't
4 .^'
And strange it seemed
Harker la„
Saturday night Unusually is, wasn't an i
. . . And who was
tenored chap that our '
:;.jlle £*
brought around tor
S'Funny but Aldrich
sure <.'_,
one was trying to &
..,,
soap . - ■ and Bill Coi
'ii°ant soml
thing entirely diffen :
. p^ .(
found a new girl and
. ;,;:.
fella . . . And Del V,
.
day with high hopes
,ide<||_
of promises . . . Oni
„j stnrd
Council man J. Lea:
the surprise act of the yes
dance night . . . K
::atenm
eye watchful . . . And
"OJM
try just one little cut . . . Barney S
. . . And Nick, n
Bearded Monarch
;,n ^
tut) is ready for t
ak ..
The most unrespectfnl thing vou cat
call MacBain ...
{:
Garrity didn't (com
. . . And who did star!
-Paris
forest fire? ... I'
Mammy, Mammy i
it, Slocuni callates
. Alms.
and Ab blames it to
from now till hereon. "I'i
My Troubles To t;
. . . Blond Boots ! ad a
that a big, bad Be
_ .
her . . . and what d
And while Robery s
present* at Chase s
y, brave
Brewtster rose and
rith the
Sun . . . From now or
that comes
to mind concerns tl
even your bold Til
include ... so hop!
Pop well
and scandalously . . . we'll be waiting
to see you . . .
Your All-Seeing Ri I lives.
Uncle Sam. Aunt Till.

Now there are some Eds (and perhaps some Co-eds) on this fair campus
of ours who say that they don t give
a hang for music in any form or
STUDENT STAFF 19S5-S6
Editor
fashion. It has never been the intenN'lla LenurUon "S« (Tel. 8-S364)
.
Managing Editor
tion of this person to attempt to prove
Robert FUh (Tel. 8-33&I)
By Betty Winston
that what these people say is reall}
Publishing OIBee Tel. 4490
a subtle attempt at the art of preAssistants: Jolinl.card "38. Edward Kid.ont :w
At
last
an
explanation
of
why
the
News Editor
varication. Let us take a jaunt through
Damon Stetson "S6 (Tel. »-««>
Sports Editor American schools, and particularly the
three steps with this body.) ftrtM££ contributor
phjScal wreck for there's a pain
Robert Saunders '$« (Tel. 8-33G4,
....
Women'rt Editor secondary school system, are crammed an average day with one of these I didn't mean to step on your foot. I'm a phvsi
Doroth) Staples "30 (Tel. 3807)
.
mournful specimen of Eds (or perhaps Oh. you stepped on mine? That_s aw
with old maids.
SPECIAL EDITORS
a Co-ed).
fullv nice of you to take the blame.
Intercollegiate —
1. Many young teachers, when they
Men Like Music
IlehatlDK
'30
De6aB — Courtney Burnap '88; Music — Gale Freeman
You football boys ALWAYS take tie
Bernlw Winston '36; Women's Athletics — Margaret Andrews 37
first begin to teach, become obsessed
The day shall we say is bright ana blame, don't you? You're not a footclear—as
most
of
them
are
(H
TOO
with
their
own
importance
in
trying
REPORTERS
ball player? No? Well., who is it that
Bernice Dean '36. Antone Duarte'36. Robert Fish '3«. Flora McLean '36 Dayton Jaylor to make over the world and conse; look at things in the right way). Tins i get you confused with? Hi, there?
me —
qnently have no time for "boy friends." exhibit number one that we have be- That was Chicken Hinds, you know
Eternally poking —
fore
us
groans
and
after
much
prepoking —
2. As the young teacher grows more liminary actions eventually hoists his him, don't you? Oh, it wasn't? Well,
poking —
experienced, she tends to become irwho
was
it
then?
Coyle
Ricketts?
Well,
from the depths of Morpheus I ALWAYS get those two mixed up, T« nhase Hall each noon like a wild
ritable, sharp and edgy in tempera- presence
bateon he comes charging down:
ment: and thus her students carry His subsequent actions are of interest anvway. (Darn that boy over there,
», Edward Rldeout '3!l, obert Kimmer 39.
those of us who wish to prove the
-HellTtnere. old Pard, since times are
away unpleasant memories of her. So to
anyway.
He
SHOULD
break
on
me.
I
DEBATING
so hard, won't somebody treat me
win 11 her students become older and point. Does he begin to dressNor com- always let him copy my history notes.
Courtney Burnap '38.
similar actions?
°P?
meet promising school teachers of mence
Where is my date? I'm sick of dancing
SPORTS
?
straight
as
an
arrow
he
makes
for
a
Bernard Marcus '37, Byron Catlin '38. John Loard '38 Samuel I.eard '38. Ed Curtin 30. their own age they picture them de- little box on his desk. By ardent twist- with this fool.) Do I like to dance Though my brain I may wrack I can't
veloping
similar
unhappy
temperamake
an attack, except to frown
with
you?
Oh,
yes,
I
should
say
so.
Herb Pickering '38, Jason Lewis '37. George Lythcott iJ.
mental expression of disposition and ing of the dial he finds what be is You dance divinely. OUCH! That's
When he conies joking
BUSINESS BOARD
Peking music, thai of the recorded
joking —
■ *.»■. ,T ■ ooa n\
.
Btininess Manager so avoid them.
■varietv. Fortunately the roommates perfectly all right; it didn't hurt at
trburn Averv .Ir '3. (Tel. 8W-R)
.
.
•
•
■ Ad«rtl„nle Mana«er
joking —
all. (Baloney! it certainly did hurt.
3.
Men
marry
women
inferior
to
have
left,
for
the
set
is
turned
up
to
Antone Durfa^M <gSe5aK»er '•», John B. Nash ■». Lawrence (iammon '3'...
them. Very few men are superior to its loudest volume so that the music \nd these are brand new shoes, too. This humorous joker I could flay with
Chester Parker '3'J.
a poker for dear humanity.
school beachere. So what?—old maids. may be heard the entire length of the i just got them today. Darn this boy,
corridor, from the top floor to the bot- anyway.) Do I know many people in With his yelling and shouting I know
And so seniors—beware!
Sole and Exclusive National Advertising Representatives
without doubting, he suffers inNATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, Inc., 420 Madison Avenue New 1lork City
tom. The result, however, is nil—for a the University? Oh, yes, I should say* » *
so I've lived in Chattanooga all my
Chicago - Boston - San Francisco - I-os Angeles - Portland - Seattle
sanity.
man
in
the
shower
is
worth
two
bariSignor Salvatore Paparone, famous tones in the back alley. Here, how- life (What did he mean by that last Week after week my nerves are on
dancing instructor, tells B. U. students ever, the words are not important, but remark? Gosh, don't tell me that I'm
Subscription, 12.50 per year in advance. Single Copies. Ten Cents.
peak while this is my earnest plea:
Written Notice of change of address should be in the hands of the Business Manager thai il shows very bad taste to dance
stuck with this boy. Maybe its just that
To see him choking —
the
general
melody
will
suffice.
Volone week before the Issue in which the change is to occur
M-»,I—.
choking —
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Published \\ ednes^ cheek to cheek because it makes a tall ume, too, is a requisite here, and if there are not many stags here tonight.
choking —
day during the College Year by Students of Bates College. Entered as second class man look like a question mark when you get the right combination a com- Maybe everybody's stuck.) What did
he dances with a short girl.
matter at the OOBt office at Lewiston. Maine.
Did you ever see a dream working?
plete quartet is possible with the tenor vou say? Oh. you think that they're
. Eleanor did! It made her curls
* * *
on the top floor and the bass in .the a lot of stags here tonight? And that
1935
Member
IQ36
Native football teams in India use basement. Ha--time has progressed the last girl you danced with you stand on end: Hacker House sure
F\ssoctated Golle6iafe Press
fakirs in their games; these fakirs and our hero has acquired the lost art didn't even get to say hello to? (Maybe took Howie for a slay-ride ... He even
I'm wrong. Surely I'm as cute as some had to walk back . . . Was it worthy
Distributor of
work their spells on the opponents.
of whistling.
of the girls here.) There. The music of Ginny and Al, or were they out in
Hymn Singers
» * *
Chapel services now turn up. Being has stopped. Yoo hoo, Jimmy! Say, the Cole? ... We hear that Stowe
Did you know that the grandsons
in
line fettle the hymn is even at- Jimmy, WILL you PLEASE find my doesn't Ware well, but Burt does betof U. S. Grant and Robert E. Lee, fa- tempted
while the book is gallantly date for me? There's a little some- ter .. . Was that a hangover, Kay, or
mous generals in the war of the States,
thing I want to say to him. (Oh, gee! just Bowdoin? . . . Who's coming out
are now room mates at Dartmouth ■held in conjunction with the bit of Here comes that AWFUL boy I met in on top of these three must-get-theirs?
femininity to his left. Whistling is atCollege?
tempted again on the way to the first the lab. yesterday. Don't tell me HE'S Stetson. Kenseth, Harper . . . And
* * *
going to cut in. Well, I guess he's Omar only rating a 76 on the Purity
It is all gentle spoofing, no doubt, class of the morn. During the rest of better than nothing.) Good-bye, come
A SHORT TIME AGO a Bates chapel speaker said something
test, due to Priscilla, n'est-a pas? Philthe morning the procedure is much
hut
most
entertaining—this
story
the
to the effect that some college folks have too much "sellback. (Not if I see you first.) Oh, hello,
columnist in the student paper at the the same. At noon, being a senior, the how are you? What IS your name? I brick giving Skelton an 84 . . . Dot
surrounded as per usual, Nils being
esteem" to admit anything concerning religious beliefs. It was University of Illinois is telling.
hero eats "away from home" and his
place of nourishment contains a radio. ALWAYS forget it. You're in my the latest addenda . . .
to the effect that some are too "smart" to have religion and
This is turned on in a vain search for French class, aren't you? And so on
Quote: If you love me like I love you
consider themselves above things of a supposed "religious" nature.
A state senator, returning from the more music, but all that can be found
Shame on us.
From
the
We think that the accusations inferred in those statements are un- capita] to his home town, was met at is a predated weather report—so the
Columbia "Jester."
■Echo".
Chattanooga
University
the station by an angry constituent set is turned off. But one topic of conUnquote.
justified.
Extra!! Racing at Chase Hall. ShatOf course we cannot know exactly what the speaker in question who berate<l him for not cutting down versation at the table revolves around
the funds allotted to the state uni- the most popular tune of the moment.
tering all records, not to mention glass
would give us as a definition of religion. However, tying up his state- versity.
Long Radio Nites
picture frames. Left at the post—
ments with the declaration that the daily chapel services we are
The afternoon is comparatively
"Don't you know." crackled the citiHutch . . . And so he gave his frarecpiired to attend somehow should be a part or an aid to that religious zen. "Don't you know that at that quiet—musically speaking. But with
ternity pin to a co-ed at old Bates coll.,
The Christian Service Club met but Lewie seeks his in vain ... Is
make-up, we can make presumptions as to what the word meant school, men and women students have the descent of evening things begin to
to matriculate together. Yes sir! pick up. The radio is again the center
to the speaker. We presume that the religion he had in mind was Furthermore, they have to use the of action and the results are good. Monday, January 13, at Dr. Mc- June's face red? . . .
Three cheers for Dean! She up and
Donald's home. Ruth Rowe '36, was
the type in which our immediate ancestors believed. That is, the type same campus!"
Having nothing better to do the in charge of the meeting and several did it, making Cushy definitely a "has•
*
•
rhythmic timing of the music is main- delegates to the Indianapolis Conven- been." Bunny's still two hops ahead,
that embodies church attendance, hymn singing, public prayer and
Prisoners at Minnesota's Stillwater tained by the constant beating of the tion were the speakers. They were huh? . . . Barbara to Bill Earles—
other standardized activities.
penitentiary who are enrolled in Uni- right foot upon the floor, and in a case
Assuming that to be what was intended we think that the accu- versity of Minnesota extension courses of necessity the left is added to the Albion Beverage '37. Ellen Craft '38. "You may be a good dancer, but I'm
Jean Leslie '38, Isabella Flemming
sation of "over-self-esteem" on the part of the non-participant is have a higher scholastic average than stampede. And so through the night— '36. Dorothy Wheeler '36, Helen Carey
far,
far
into
the
night,
and
the
unfair and falsely connotative. We believe it to be anything but unde- day students taking the same courses.
'39. and Valentine Wilson '38.
The club is going to meet next
Although the greater number of the LOUDER the better.
sirable for one to question with frankness and boldness the precepts
Take
it
Easy
Tuesday. January 21, at the home of
of the past. We agree completely with the phrase that change is the prisoners enrolled have had only one
The
moral
of
this
little
tale
isn't
so
Dr. Vernon and a continuation of
or two years of high school training,
essence of life. Holding on to matters of the past merely because their grades show that seventy per nice. We have, in a rather crude way, the discussion on the convention is
proved
that
our
hero
does
believe
in
by Seranush Jaffarian
they are of the past is nothing of which to be proud. And this pertains cent or more have a consistent mark
planned.
But why did ho have
* • *
to things religious and spiritual as well as methods of transportation of A or B. with the subjects studied music—somewhat.
to
spoil
it
all
by
proving
it
to
us
in
falling about half and half between
Ramsdell Scientific Society will meet
CELL 202—SING SING
or farming.
this way? It is desired by those with
university and high school courses.
intelligence that all radio sets be Tuesday, January 21, and Miss McGay
* To those who have strong religious convictions along the lines
from the C. M. G. Hospital will be the
They are allowed to study only beWarden Lewis E. Lawes
of standardized worship carried over from their forefathers we would tween 6 and 9 P. M., but twenty out of equipped with automatic silencers so speaker. Miss McGay is a laboratory
that volume might be controlled. Hon- technician at the hospital.
have no argument. Any positive religious philosophy which a person twenty-eight prison students received estly, we believe that you've a swell
In the story of cell 202, Warden Lawes not only brings to life ii
The meeting scheduled for the 14th ping detail four prisoners who consecutively occupied this cell, but I
possesses is a most valuable possession. Something of which one As and B's during October, and there radio and we want it to last you a
were no D's. E's or F's recorded.
long time—but please (on bended was postponed because of the W. A. A. them he describes the changing social forces of a century of American H*
feels absolutely certain when all else seems very uncertain is a thing
knee) don't try to burn out the tubes Banquet.
*
* «
to be valued most highly. With those who fit this description we
The vividness of each character is emphatic while the development
Along with every other profession, in a week by turning the darn thing
would have not the least argument.
Phi
Sigma
lota
will
meet Thursday, four convicts, before, during, and after imprisonment is shown with •*
on
so
that
we
can
hear
it
all
the
way
the profession of being a college stuBut this admission does not make us accuse those who are not dent is over crowded, says no less an out to Mechanic Falls. But we should January 23, in Hathorne. Isabelle tration and sound knowledge. The four episodes of this book, incliu;
|
Minard '36, and Lsophene Doloff '36,
as fortunate, perhaps, in the matter of belief. The administration of authority than the "New York Times," talk—there's a radio in our room.
I
will be the speakers. They will re- rebel, cynic, skeptic, and marionette, not only comprise one powerful i
after
a
survey
of
sixty-seven
colleges
great religions has constantly undergone changes during the centuries
view books by George Sand, continuing that illuminates the temper and feeling of the times but also the chat,,
and universities.
and with these changes have gone changes in the attitude of people.
the theme of the club.
and development of American penology.
There was a time in the not so distant past when the white, highChemistry of the Fairer Sex
The freshman Greek class and the
spired church was the center of our villages and cities. This position
Good sportsmanship doesn't mani- Greek Drama classes are invited to
was social and moral as well as geographical and the influence of the Symbol—WO.
HOW TO WATCH FOOTBALL
fest itself these lovely fall days on attend the meeting of Philhellenic
the football field only. Good sports Club which will be held Tuesday, Janinstitution was very real and powerful. To be outside the pale of the Member of the human family.
Specific Gravity—Variable; molecular walk right into chapel and take their
Lou Little
church was to be very much outside of everything. That things have
uary 21. at seven o'clock in Hathorne
structure exceedingly variable.
places to listen to good speakers, poor Hall. Mr. McGee will be the speaker.
changed greatly in this regard is not difficult to see.
Occurrence—Can be found wherever speakers, small speakers and tall
In this interesting book, the reader watches a typical college I •itM~
• * •
That the church as an institution has lost this once powerful
man exists.
speakers; and good sports listen with
La Petite Academie will meet Tues- game with Lou Little, who explains as the game progresses the sip. >aW
hold on the affairs of people indicates that something may have been Physical Properties—All colors, sizes a respectful mind even though they day, January 21, in Libby Forum. Pro- of the various plays, rulings, strategems, etc. Mr. Little gives a -:ire*» ]
cannot always be enthusiastic.
and shapes.
fessor Gilbert will give an illustrated
lacking and inadequate in it. Certainly we do not have to be branded
analysis of defensive and offensive tactics, discusses the factors t
A "right guy" knows that although
• "over self-esteemed" if we try to look at the matter with the best of Generally appears in disguised condi- one cannot always salvage a worth- lecture on "the History of 'La Marfor good football, and includes a brief outline of his own method o
seillaise'."
tion; natural surface rarely free
our intelligence and questioning doubt.
• * *
from an extraneous oovering of tex- while thought from one speech full of
a team.
There are those who would tell us that there is still something
*******
tiles or film of grease and pigments. boring, unoriginal phrases; one can
The 4-A members met last Monday,
show
good
breeding
and
follow
the
January
13,
in
the
Little
Theatre.
The
to it all that cannot be explained, and that we must believe for the Melts readily When properly treated.
"do unto others" rule, by being kind. meeting was devoted to a study of
EAT, DRINK AND BE WARY
Boils at nothing .and may freeze at
sake of believing. Some would explain the value of theology-misted
Any speaker knows when he has make-up under the direction of Proany
moment.
precepts and doctrines by the word faith and faith alone. We feel
lost his audience, therefore, we are fessor Robinson.
F. J. Schlink
• * *
that these are wasting time in talking to human beings. The faculty Ordinarily sweet, occasionally sour, not being fair to him by delving into
and sometimes bitter.
a psychology book while he gives the
Heelers'
met
Monday,
January'
13.
This book is much more than simply an expose of how food
of reason distinguishes man from animal. It is to our way of thinking Chemical Properties—Exceedingly vol- best of his thought and time for our
Clark Noyes '37, spoke on the lighting destroyed by manufacturers for the conveniences of packaging,
ass pro
the highest attribute that man has. Should we relinquish the use of
atile, highly inflammable and dan- own good.
system of the Little Theatre.
Do we know our etiquette? Are we
it when we come up against the matter of trying to find a suitable . gerous in the hands of an inexperiduction, and long-distance transportation. It is not simply a coi ..mnatto"
showing the marks of well educated
enced person.
explanation of the philosophical problems of life?
of deleterious food-fads, or an indictment of the food science
people? As a whole, we are not. SixtyTherefore we ask if it is fair to accuse anyone of "over self- Possesses great affinity for gold, silver, three per cent of the ohapel audience
However, it casts the white light of impartial, disinterested i
platinum and precious stones of all
esteem" if he uses this faculty of reason to show to himself the shortstarts out to chapel with notebooks
upon these matters and contains constructive suggestions for
kinds.
comings and unintelligence of certain types of religious procedures ? Capable of absorbing astonishing quan- or books in their lap, and occasionally
egiment o>
consumer to enable the reader to avoid the risks of the who!
By Collegiate Digest
Is it justifiable to call a man "over self-esteemed" who has his eyes
And Associated Collegiate Press
ctnrer- .
tities of expensive foods and bev- writes a letter home to the family.
food
fads
that
have
been
propagated
for
the
profit
of
the
mai
We are missing a chance to show good
We trust you give appropriate thanks.
erages.
open to see the direction of the tide in this matter of organized
breeding, good sportsmanship and
National style barons, says a news
Reacts violently when left alone. Turns courtesy.
religion and accepts the trend as of some importance?
item, have "granted" college girls one
green when placed next to a better
After all, life itself isn't always a special concession which their less eduWe do not think the accusation is called for. We think there is
appearing specimen.
a great deal which can be and is being criticized, refuted and dis- Ages rapidly. Exchange, via the Quar- perfect set-up, but the man who can cated sisters may not enjoy: They may
steer his ship wisely and well, and
their college colors brightly
regarded in the religious philosophies of the past generations and
terly of Phi Beta Pi.
keep his sails up when the wind goes wear
thumb nails.
we have only the highest respect for those who are doing so with
calm, is the man who makes the harbor enameled on their
*\ * *
safely and well. And it's always worth
sincere purpose. There are adequate philosophies which remain to
We shan't say what college paper
Nothing annoys a woman like having remembering that a college education this
be found entirely outside the organized religions we have known.
item came from, but It goes like
will never do' more for us than we do
her
friends
drop
in
unexpectedly
to
We would encourage those whose reason makes it necessary to find the house looking as it usually ourselves.—(Reprinted from the Baker this: "We regret to state that we did
not have the information about John
search for these, and call it anything but over "self-esteem."
does.—Brockton (Mass.) "Enterprise." Orange.)
correct. He is not an instructor, but a fellow. Dr. Wolf is not head
even-keeled affair that you get accustomed and adjusted to as best as of the botany department. It's biology.
possible. Creating unusual artificial excitement and hell-raising for a It is not Durham University, but Duke
Advertisements today must contact buying:
limited time is going to create a desire for activity \\'hich the mature life 1'niversity.
* • •
dollars - - not merely buying desires. They
is going to feel lacking if it cannot satisfy the desire.
Dr. Loir of Le Havre, France: "If
must mingle with purchasers rather than just
If anything at all college days should be ones to prepare one for a rats could be given intelligence tests
WHEN WE TALK in these columns we are being the mouthpiece
people. They must meet orders not hoardof no one. We are advancing the onward march of no group decent social and. psychological adjustment for the after-college-days. If they would rate higher than the averers or circulation.
connected with Bates College. We are speaking as completely they serve to create only unnatural and distinctly harmful appetities for age man."
Dr. Gilhousek of the University of
the
logically
unsound
and
impossible
things
of
later
life,
certainly
one's
independent and sincere observers. We quack for no qualms
Space huyers must peck into purses.
Southern California: "There is absotime might have been better employed.
but our own.
lutely no basis for comparison between
700 Bates college men and women subscribIt's all an old story, you say. Wonder who's horn he's blowing now. rats and human beiugs."
Before Christmas Bates suffered from a series of petty-thievings,
Dr. Loir: "Raits outwit humans at
ers have thousands of potential dollars at
police run-ins and half-witted prankings that carried her with maximum Fact is that we are blowing nobody's siren but our own private one which
every turn. The best trapping methods
their disposal each year.
publicity into the unenviable level of Harvard and Amherst in respect to is sick and tired of seeing men so smart that no one can talk to them, so meraly encourage polygamous habits,
thoughtless
that
no
one
can
depend
on
them,
so
headstrong
that
no
one
prank-pulling. Of course, you've got to be collegiate and know just no
since traps catch the males that roam
At Bates, the STUDENT goes where tinbounds for your wild untrammeled spirit of youth. By all that's good can counsel them and so direction-less that whatsoever wind comes up
■ w thf remales 8tav w'th the young.
dollars are
h sells when selling is
_
We
give
this
in
accordance
with
our
scatters
them
like
a
pile
of
autumn
leaves.
and gracious you'll have to find fences for that hyena which you call
difficult.
policy
of
keeping
strict
account
of
There is no more despicable person than one without a purpose.
Freedom-To-Do-As-I Please when out of organized college or you'll be
what the best minds are thinking.)
That is exactly the way the type we have been speaking of strikes us.
bumping up against walls with every mow you make.
Fools aren't made. Acts make fools. And just one act can make you They have no place to which they are going and when they ltave arrived . ^nd,theKG' °- P-ta'looking for somelook like God's silliest specimen—if you get caught. That's the chance they will not know it. They know not the words foresight or forethought. body to be the life of the party.—
They only know of this now; and for it must be stirred up some pointless,
too manv Bates people take in being a sport, an ultra-regular.
The other title for "Sweet Adeline"
Maybe you think you can go through this world with all sails set to energying-eating excitement which can gratify the surface instincts of is "The Bottle Hymn of the Republic."
their
bodies
and
minds.
And
they
are
still
what
we
must
call
for
lack
the high level and get the most out of it. We don't. And our reasoning
Thomas Jefferson founded the Demof terms, human beings.
isn't inspired by any law of Moses or Catholic catechism.
AN AGGRESSIVE COLLEGE PAPER IN ITS
"They are God's great masterpieces—a little lower than the angels." ocratic party; Franklin Roosevelt
Life as a whole isn't exceptionally exciting—at least not continually
dumbfounded
it. — Representative
SIXTY-THIRD YEAR OF CIRCULATION
so. You can make it so—-but not for long. It is by and large a rather Better try again, Lord.
uewey Short, Mississippi.
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William F. Garcelon, Widely
College Background Becoming More
Etiquette
Essential To Government Positions
Known Track Authority, Gives
For Cops
pointers To Bates Track Team

WEATHER
FOR
(37.08)
(43.00)
(14.08)
(5.00)

Warmest day
Warmest hour
Coldest day
Coldest hour

YEAR
(Jan. 3)
(Jan. 3)
(Jan. 1.)
(Jan. 1)

FOR

MONTH

Same
as
ism but not beyond the point where
(B] Assi.fiati-d Collegiate Press)
Year
it
becomes
entirely
divorced
from
reIn the third year of the New Deal
CONDENSED FROM "TODAY"
most division chiefs in Washington are alities and probabilities. There are
By "Reader's Digest"
FORECAST RECORD
found
to be of the opinion that the day mountains, they point out to new young
percent
Robert Littell
misses
hits
college people they hire, that cannot
of
the
old
style
government
clerk
and
.826
Perhaps a civilization can best be
224
1064
be moved in a day, nor by the most
government
official
is
over,
that
the
colAll
time
total
.797
judged by its cops. If they are un42
160
direct method.
lege
trained
man
and
woman
will
even1935-1936
armed, courteous and slow to wrath,
The WPA. the NBA. the AAA, the
tually
replace
them
in
all
positions
of
then we have an advanced civilization,
WEEKLY WEATHER
new Social Security Board and the
as in England. If the cops are armed any importance.
weather
average maximum minimum
National Labor Relations Board being
The
emphasis
is
not
so
much
on
to the teeth, talented in the use of
formed,
can
be
counted
on
to
show
a
30
youth
as
it
is
on
the
possession
of
a
39
34.25
By John Leard
bad language and easily irritated, as
Jan. 6
0.70" rain 1.00" snow
28
broad background to supplement train- strong predilection for college people,
38
23.71
Jan. 7
is the general center of ath- charges won about 85 percent of the in most communities in the United ing or information in a particular field. whenever adding personnel. In the old
8
32
24.21
Jan. 8
t at college now, but it puints in these events in competition States, then we have a civilization that And it is felt by bureau heads that such line departments, the Children's Bu1.05' rain 7.60" snow
7
27
18.79
is still a little damp behind the ears.
Jan. 9
reau and the Bureau of Labor StatisBe center last Friday af- with Yale. Garcelon is said to have
1.05 rain 7.60" snow
28
a
background
is
most
frequently
found
42
36.46
I -am talking about the behavior
Jan. 10
tics, the Department of Agriculture and
.„ William F. Garcelon of given some of his men book-ends in
24
among
college
trained
applicants
for
38
32.54
of our cops toward the millions of
Jan. 11
the Department of the Interior are out1890, a member of the the form of hurdles to keep their in- respectable citizens who occasionally government jobs.
20
36
27.38
Jan. 12
One reason for this may be that in standing for the emphasis placed on
trustees and a rabid track terest high.
come in contact with them in the exWeekly average—Jan. 1-7, 29.14
college
training
in
considering
appliProminent in Mass. Sports
B* ■'".
i^ited the cage and gave
ercise of their right to voice their po- Washington today bureaus often
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
eat1'!"'" .eestione for style improveRelinquishing his actual coaching litical opinions, strike for higher change overnight, take on new names cants for jobs.
Of course, whenever out and out
1 s
+ or —
average
jelpf" .
to date
...any of the members of duties, he concentrated on his law wages, take dogs for a walk or drive and new functions in order to meet technicians and professional people are
Temperature
+ 120.57
18.73
28.70
i>mpson's freshmen and work in which he became very suc- an automobile. Those who have bent special emergencies. Entirely new
January
required, such as physicists and chem— 3.00
[foad1 i!
21.06
20.97
inads. Saturday he spoke cessful. His ability was recognized by one of the smaller laws in the presence staffs to do the new work are not ad- ists for the Bureau of Standard, en•Seasonal for year
visable. What government officials
varsity
Bates, which made him an Overseer of a cop will know what I mean.
Precipitation (in inches)
gineers for the PWA, etc., college
+3.46
in OhaP
1.49
lergradnate days here at from 1903-1908; by Harvard, whom he
4.95
In his voice, face, words and ges- usually think is preferable is to have trained people have almost complete
January
+2.22
2.728
4.95
;..rceion has had a unique served as Graduate Treasurer of the tures the cop makes up for all the people on their staffs whose equipment preference, even where it is possible
•Seasonal
is equal to making lightning changes
,e interest in track activities. Athletic Association from 1908-1913; cold impersonality of the law itself. from one type of work to another, as to pick up the required training in inSnowfall (in inches)
+ 10.45
8.40
18.85
January
8 the gay nineties, Mr. Gar- by Massachusetts, which elected him to It isn't his actual words that are so
dustry.
their sections- take on new duties.
+ 16.45
12.40
18.8S
carry 10 hurdles early serve in the state legislature from offensive—though they often are rude
•Seasonal
One type of college person that
Solves
Problems
—6.25
40.60 (a)
33.75
I celon o* ■ lings from the old gymna- 1907-1909; by Bates again in his ap- and, if addressed to a poor taxi driver,
Nov. 1935 to date
Another reason is that the wider the conies to grief here however is the
in die ■•'
to the athletic field at the pointment to the Board of Trustees usually unprintable. It is his forceful field of knowledge of an employee, the young man or woman who projects
* Dec. 21, 1935 to March 20, 1936.
iium
" | unt David. Being able to in 1915; by the Mass. Republicans, way of conveying the impression that more likely he will be to got inspira- classroom data into the office too oba Total of Nov., Dec., Jan. monthly averages.
what the citizen has done is a pro,,iv •
at a time> ne didn'1 have who made him a member of the state found personal insult to him and to all tions for the solution of difficult-prob- vionslv. Division officials prefer academic
theory
checked
against
day
by
"*K iime to work out after he got committee; by the Boston Athletic Aslems and hough assignments. It may
copdoni. He would like us to feel that
fVSJ : ut set up, but he found sociation, which made him its presi- we are, always have been, and prob- sound a bit far-fetched but there have ilav observation. They do not, by the
1
S, , re time to become a star in dent; by the Boston Garden, which ably always will be, on all counts and been some hard nuts cracked, some way. have any objection to anyone
seemingly hopeless tangles unraveled making an academic theory out of exTMV
events, and he carried his also selected 'him for its chief.
in every department of our lives, liars,
because someone remembered some- perience gained through government
Other athletic organizations have scalawags, cheats and worms.
<lie,"!'
,ver into the 100, 220, and
thing Plato wrote or Johnson said that work. It happens constantly. It is not
dashes. Only five feet similarly honored him. He served the
Delicious food,' hilarious games,
This treatment breeds a generalized
an exaggeration to say that a whole
QU
',, „
- in height then as now and New England Hockey Association and distaste for cops as such, and often strangely enough contained in it the series of new postulates about prices
grand ehaperones, and a perfect moon.,,!>■ 140 pounds, he found the Massachusetts Golf Association as results in the accused learning to en- kernel of an idea from which the solu- could be worked out as a result of the
light night are the essentials of a
,, difficult at first, but his president, and has been an officer of joy, as a subtle form of revenge on all tion of an official problem or a depart- data accumulated by young people assucce-ssful cabin party, and the fifteen
mental
dilemma
was
evolved.
And
bits
The monthly vesper service was Rand girls had these four essentials
£uritt kept him going in track even other clubs.
the cops who have bawled him out, of college-taught psychology, sociology, sociated with AAA price maneuvering.
He is a stickler for fairness. One the bending and breaking of lesser
for their party last Friday night, JanSS hi received his sheepskin in 1890.
and economics have raised their wel- And the contributions to sociological held in the Bates Chapel on Sunday. uary tenth.
year when he was refereeing the laws whenever possible.
January 12. The service opened with
cVarU Members at College Club
research
of
FF.RA
field
people,
all
of
come
heads
in
strange
corners
in
many
hurdle event in the I. C. 4-A meet in
Thornorag cabin rocked with laughThe technique of the average cop is
a prayer and scripture reading by Dr.
ue ilong with other class mates,
Philadelphia, criticism was heaped on very bad psychology. He should be bureaus and saved the day time and them college trained, is comparable to Zerby. who then introduced the after- ter as Louise Geer '36, brought out
"' ,#) ling to Coach Thompson
the best research being done in that
time
again.
him for reinspecting the spacings on
noon's speaker. Dr. McGorrill. of the game after game, each one more hifield by academic bodies.
,".,! "pioiiwrs in boosting and develop- the hurdles—a matter which took a crisp, firm, matter-of-fact, polite, goodIdeals Needed
Fountain Street Baptist Church, in larious than the last. Ruth Goodwin
Change Unexpected
L jnferM.llegiate
athletics"
here. few minutes. Since then, criticism has natured—perhaps even good-humored.
For these and other reasons governwas the head of the food committee.
There may be a shift in the trend, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
charter members of the been heaped on other referees for His words and manners should make ment chiefs, especially in the new
Ti|lV a.
Prof, and Mrs. Karl Woodcock chapDr. McGorrill chose as his subject
College i ;iib, which then furnished failing to do it and for being, as a re- the culprit feel like someone who has bureaus, .are showing an increasing a shift away from the growing em"The Extraordinary Use of Natural eroned the party and the following
just knocked over a soup tureen at a
funds to buy the football for the grid- sult, the cause of the elimination of
preference for college people. However, phasis toward employing college gradu- Resources." He opened his sermon by people attended: Ruth Goodwin. Eleadinner party. The culprit should say
iron OT esentatives and the baseball some good hurdle candidates who to himself. "I'm a clumsy fool, and they want college graduates with both ates. If there is the result will be a pointing out that there are no geniuses nor Morrison, Delia Davis. Elizabeth
1>a
feet on the ground. They're strong for slowing down of government machin- in the world, but only ordinary men in Doolittle. Georgia McKenney. Priscilla
didn't
quality
on
account
of
the
inacfor the
-ll team.
you're quite right to give me a ticket, burning enthusiasm and glowing ideal- ery.
.mfiii ming with tradition, Mr. Gar- curate arrangement of the obstacles.
extraordinary places of power. "We Walker. Betty Winston. Billie Hatch,
and I'll never do it again. Thank you
rraduating from Bates, taught
Picks Kishon as Olympic Prospect
have too long been seeking a cure-all Dorothy Staples, Lenora Murphy, Carol
for being such a gentleman to an ass
school Alter the completion of two
Track is still his extra-curricula like me."
for our economic, political, and re- Jerard. Ruth Coan, Louise Geer, Val
[he Forsythe School in Phila- passion. At present he has one of the
ligious problems," said Dr. McGorrill. Kimball. and Bunny Dean, all seniors.
This, I am told by those who have
Fred Smyllie '3S. William Swallow
Wphia. he entered Harvard Law best track libraries in the east. Rec- driven cars there, is exactly the
"But there is no genius to provide
UMOI and received his L.L.B. degree ord books, meet programs, Olympic thought one has when he is given a
these cure-alls." He described the para- '36, Al Bertram '38, Courtney Burnap
i iking time out from delving track and field information, and writ- summons by a bobby for breaking the
ble of the Master as being not the "'.8. Frank Jewett '39, Randall Webber
h, law books, he competed in track ings on the theoretical aspects of the traffic laws of Merrie England. The
tragedy of a man with only one talent, '36, Edmund Muskie, Albert Jerard '38,
ilt.v Associated Collegiate Proas)
B « r Fredland '36. Henry Brewster
a-ain and placed third in the hurdles sport are all included. He is recognized constable blows a whistle, comes up.
"Loyalty oaths," and the "ballyhoo but the tragedy of a man with one '36. Robert Sawyer '39, Carl Amrein '35.
jj the I C. 4-A meet. The next year as an authority, and was recently asked touches his helmet, says, "I'm very
of college athletics" were denounced talent, not knowing how to use it.
John Smith '38. David Torrey '36, and
found him in Boston working in the in an interview what he thought sorry, sir." gives one a slip of paper, Sophomores, Freshmen, Are here by educational leaders gathered
Society Complement of Man
John Ilutchinson '38.
law firm of George E. Smith, an earlier about the Olympics this year. His and one blesses the English legal sysfor the formal induction of 34-year-old
Eligible
For
Competition
He presented a list of ordinary
Bates
V.uate. With Cambridge near- reply included that Tony Kishon tem and feels like dirt at one and the
Alan Valentine, former master of Pier- talents that may be utilized to do exsame time. But then the English arc
by he maintained an active interest looked like a sure team member.
son College at Yale, as fourth presi- traordinary things. Among these he
Athlete, statesman, and lawyer, par- in a number of ways more grown-up
Sixteen
students
have
been
chosen
hi'Harvard and more particularly in
mentioned the ability to think clearly
tially explains William F. Garcelon. than we. The English can have a gen- by Prof. Brooks Quimby to partici- dent of the University of Rochester.
For about five years he
Dr. Valentine, who was a star athlete and the ability of men to work toThe rest might be covered by "grand eral strike and kill no one. while we pate in the annual prize debates at
coache-l the Harvard timber-topping
;ii Swarthnmre and a member of the
kill half a dozen people every time Bates College. Final arrangements and Olympic team at Paris in 192S. spoke gether. He presented the modern ecomid in this period his old man of Bates athletics."
there is a walk-out in some little mill pairings for these debates will be made out against over-emphasis of inter-col- nomic problem in the form of a di(Continued from Page 1)
town or mining town. Probably even a this week. Any student of the two lower legiate athletics. President Angell of lemma. "A man's only half a man by
himself,"
he
said.
"The
other
half's
large amount of public agitation will classes who is not already a member Yale, speaking at a luncheon which
Of Hie evening. "Neapolitan Nights,"
make only a small dent in the man- of the varsity squad is eligible for followed the induction, denounced the the society of which he is a member. by Zamenick. This chorus is under the
Cither
we
are
going
to
have
distribuners of our police. As a nation we this competition.
compulsion of loyalty oaths as "trans- tion of goods linked to political power baton of William Hamilton. The prosimply haven't been aged in the wood
Those chosen are: Marjorie Hewes. forming education into propaganda." or we must have a growing social re- gram speaks in its own favor. It will
long enough.
H»cker House had a sleigh ride Frihe short, colorful and unique.
Hallow ell; Marita Dick. Worcester,
"There are those who would judge
Beginning of a general movement
More agitation on this subject, how- Mass.; Caroline Pulsifer, Poland; Bar- a university by the number and extent sponsibility whereby the holders of
After intermission dancing will once
te night from 7:00 to 9:00 followed
wealth realize that they are only halt
for
the
abolition
on
the
Indiana
Uniever,
wouldn't
do
any
harm.
But
it
unsafe served in the house
bara Baker, Sbelburne Btolls, Mose.; of Us columns in the public press." men by themselves; that society Is more be resumed and will continue
versity
campus
here
of
honorary
frarequires
courage.
I
don't
advise
It
in
room. A mixed party of
until midnight. There are but few
Eugene Foster, Groveton, X. H.; Henry Dr. Valentine charged. "They reflect the other half."
twenty chaperoned by Mr. and ternities that fail to justify their ex- certain districts, for the vocabulary Farnum. Lewlston;
Donald Curtis, too clearly the tempor of American life
He emphasized his last point. "Pitch reservations remaining and as town
istence,
and
perhaps
of
social
fraof
cops,
though
strong,
is
limited,
and
Mr?. James Nelson enjoyed the crisp
today.-'
your faith on a high moral level!" people are admitted these, will go
ternities also, was predicted by student they pass very readily from words to Gardner, Mass.; Stan Leavitt. Swampair iind full moon.
scott,
Mass.;
Roland
Martone,
Xew
Faith is running away with the present rapidly. This year will maintain the
T
ride started near the Armory leaders following Che announcement deeds. But if you think you can keep Haven. Conn.; Sherwood Ricker. Lynn.
generation. The youth of Russia, Italy, same high standard set in previous
but a dead end street interrupted its recently that members of Phi Delta the argument on a verbal basis, try a Mass. These students are all members
and Germany do not lack faith; the years and an enjoyable time will
-. The sleigh turned around and Gamma, honorary journalistic, debat- speech something like this:
trouble lies in the object of this faith. await those who are able to see the
of
the
freshman
class.
"Officer (at moments of emotional
.! down College Street for ing, and dramatic fraternity, had deAmerican youths are very fortunate musical treat of the year.
The
sophomores
elected
are:
Courtstress one is apt to say 'Ossifer,' which
miles. It returned to Hacker cided to disband.
that there is no organized way in
ney
Burnap,
Shelburne
Falls.
Mass.;
The
action
was
commended
by
Dean
won't help matters), I am your boss,
.; 9:00. Here refreshments couwhich their faith may be directed into
THE BLUE LINE
Howard Becker, Yonkers, X. Y.; James
nt hot chocolate and crackers C. E. Edmondson, who said, "If the and as a taxpayer I help pay you a
the miserable, slimy channels that
Foster. Millhury. Mass.: Wesley NelLEWISTON - RL'MFORD - FAKMINGTON
rved. The evening ended at members of Phi Delta Gamma felt that good salary for enforcing the law, and
other youths must face. They are free
I.v. LEWISTON
(By AsHueiatiil Ciilli'iriati- Press)
1000 with music and dancing. Eleanor their organization was not doing any for catching lawbreakers, myself in- son, Wilton; Carl Mazzarela. Westerly.
to follow the highest faith of the Lord.
7:45 A. M.. 10:06 A. M.. 1:30 P. M-. 5:00 P. M.
constructive work and was, therefore, cluded. Catch me by all means, but R. I.; Eleanor Purkis, Buckfield.
If you're driving between 7 and 8
Martin '38, and Ella Rice -38. were in
Antoinette
Bates
'36,
Ruth
Rowe
'36,
Lv. RUMFORD
not justified, they did the wise thing please remember that there is nothing
7:35 A. M.. 9:55 A. M.. 1:20 P. M.. 4:60 P. M.
o'clock on a clear day, preferably Sat- Charles Pendleton '36, and William
ol the ride.
by disbanding. Undoubtedly there are in our relationship of employor and
urday or Sunday, during the month of Metz acted as ushers for the service.
Lv. FARMINGTON
o
other organizations on the campus that employed that entitles you to bawl
7:33 A.M.. 9:53 A. M.. 1:18 P. M.. 4:48 P. M.
December, in a passenger car, on a Music was furnished by members of
are not justified."
hell out of me."
straight dry. well-paved road in the the oholr.
Members of the fraternity were inco'imry AND have had a couple of
fluenced by general campus criticism
drinks — watch it, because you're
of the organization, accused of perheading for a crash.
illy Ass.M'inl.'il I'ulli'^ialt' I'rcssl
1
and Mrs. Fred E. Pomeroy forming no function not adequately
So says Prof. Harry Tucker, director
The standards of the medical schools, of Hie North Carolina Engineering Exhied members of the faculty at handled by Theta Alpha Phi. Tau Kaponce among the highest, have been perlment Station and head of the hightheir home on Friday evening, January pa Alpha or Sigma Delta Chi, serving
lowered in recent years, asserted The way engineering department. He draws
tenth. This was the first meeting of the same fields, dramatics, debating
(Continued from Page 1)
Journal of the American Medical As- the picture from statistics gathered
r.'ieR. und Table for 1936. Mr. Norman and journalism, respectively, that were
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM
AND
purported
to
be
served
by
Phi
Delta
sociation in this year's review of edu- during his long experience as a highRoss, the presiding officer, introduced
. ..
emphasis will he placed even more on cational conditions in the United way authority.
Prof. Ravmond Kendall, who spoke on Gamma.
The Daily Student, Indiana paper. the under-classes in the future.
ben 1 Have Known." Hosts for
States and Canada.
In addition to the setting for Hie
Undermanned faculties, overcrowded ideal fatality depicted above the car
Since the great majority of the stuthe
piling were Prof, and Mrs. Pom- has long advocated a clean-up of honorary
organizations.
laboratories
and
the
acceptance
of
students plan to buy at least two annuals
RENTAL LIBRARY
i'rof. and Mrs. Knapp, Dean
is most likely to be in good condition,
o
during their college period, it is ex- dents of below-par scholastic records with four-wheel brakes and balloon
ELM STREET
Ctartand Dr. Fisher.
have
resulted
in
an
impairment
of
effipected
that
they
will
give
their
apSTOP
IN WHEN DOWN TOWN
tires, the driver between 25 and 54
o —
proval to this plan which will give ciency, according to the publication.
Bates 1904
years of age. and with one or more
Cor. Park and Main Streets
Responsibility for the situation is yearn of driving experience.
them four books for twelve dollars in
comparison with the twenty previously largely attributed to financial strincharged and will allow them to get the gency'during the depression, which has
"Mirror" during their entire four years compelled some schools to rely more
(Continued from Page 1)
ve Street House took advantage of
for slightly more than it formerly cost largely on income from student fees.
good Sliding weather and the nearThe Journal says that larger numbers
for two.
noon Sunday night to take a sleign All-College skate which comes this
COMPANY
of students have been accepted for the
.
W .
V-> JL/iY l\ IV
Pure Drugs and Medicines
o
rii! out to Miramar Inn. Two straw year on Friday evening. Winter sports
money they bring in, pointing out that
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
fill' I sleighs were needed to hold the are in order for Saturday. In the morn- Rules For Use Of Rink
in most cases the teaching staff has
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
AUBURN, ME.
! but the inn was reached with ing they will be on an interdorm basis,
not been correspondingly strengthened t 95-99 Main St.,
Are
Announced
By
BOC
,...-—.—
-30
He
—
-*■-—■
sualties. Everyone enjoyed sand- while the Bates representatives meet
or the physical plant commensurately
Corner Bates and Main Streets
LEWISTON, MAINE
«i,
s and coffee, which had been ar- the Skovstiers of Lewiston and Au. nlarged.
.Skating rules are as follows: There
I for bv Alberta Keane '36, who burn In the afternoon.
will be skating every morning, afterin charge of the party
Ken
The four-day program comes to a noon, and evening until ten o'clock exG
. Miss Fisher, and Mr. and Mrs.
We read of a foreign prize-fighter
close with an Open House at Thorn- cept Sunday when the rink will be
T
- were ehaperones.
who was expelled from the California
crag, Sunday afternoon.
open
from
two
until
five
unless
there
is
o
INC.
Yes, times have changed, and with a vesper service at which time it will boxing association for lighting set-ups.
it the Bates Outing Club has consist- close at four. There will be no skating It is our opinion too that the home set193
MIDDLE
STREET
ently improved its Winter Carnival, on days which are too warm or when up industry should be protected regardless of the cost.
which now is without doubt the out- the rink is not in condition.
SHIRT WORK A
standing feature of the Bates winter
o
CALL
social season.
SPECIALTY
In Italy, kissing in public is legal
(Continued from Pace 1)
Getting back to 1920, we find obser- only at railroad stations.—W. E. Farbvations to the effect that "the interest
li Bodge Wilson of Portland, taken by the majority of the student stein in "Life."*
AGENT
* *
FOR REAL COURTEOUS
"ft. Ethel Cuminings Pierce of Lewis- body was disheartening." The causes
RICHARD
LOOMIS, '37
The
size
of
the
American
woman's
|'i. Lauren M. Sanbom of Portland, however, were considered to be bad
TAXI SERVICE
£■ Allied W. Anthony of Lcwiston. weather and the proximity ofthe be- hand has increased more than a full
LEWISTON, - MAINE
glove size in the last twenty years.—
leney Boothby of Boston, L. B.
ginning of the track season. The 1936 Brooklyn "Daily Eagle."
^^__^_
''-' iio of Lewiston, Charles R. Claron
Carnival, coming early in February as
"'" Springfield, Mass., George W. Lane,
lr
it
does,
will
not
have
this
latter
factor
- lit Lewiston, Henry W. Oakes of
Compliments of
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
in. Willis A. Trafton of Auburn, to compete with, and, with the best
INC.
program
planned
yet
in
view,
weather
"'alter E. Ranger of Providence, R. I.,
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
v L. Vernon of Lewiston, Walter is the only possible element which can
''• liutmann of Auburn, and J. Law- keep the Bailey-Milliken arrangements
Lewiston
Monumental Works
Meader of Troy, N. Y.
from being the basis of making the
AUBURN
LEWISTON
6-10 BATES STREET
LEWISTON
1936 Carnival—the seventeenth annual
TELEPHONE
4634-R
Man is the only animal that can be -4.he outstanding presented by the
'•tinned more than once.
Outing Club.

Member Of The Board Of Trustees Visited Bates
Saturday—Names Tony Kishon As
Sure Olympic Team Member
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Vespers Speaker
Deprecates LongSought "Cure-AH"

Scores Over-Emphasis
Sixteen Students
Chosen By Quimby
In College Athletics
For Prize Debates

Fourth Annual
Pop Concert

Hacker House Group
Goes On Sleigh Ride

Members Consent
To Disband Frat

Engineer Reveals
Ideal Conditions
For Road Mishap

MEDICAL SCHOOLS
LOWER STANDARD

Prof. Kendall Speaks
Before Faculty Group

Students Vote On
Proposed Revision

liege football
ie significance
i-es a shrewd
is that make
>d of building

e of expei"tsinvestigation
he victimize11
regime nt of
ifacturer^

The Nut Shop
CHOICE NUTS
CANDY

ftye St. House Sleigh
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Frosh, Seniors
Cop Basketball
League Games
39-27, 33-25 Scores As
Ex-School Stars
Show Ability
Freshmen and Seniors showed powerful integrated units in their opening
contests of the annual interclass basketball league last week. Wednesday,
the upper-school game was a see-saw
affair with the seniors drawing first
blood, but the juniors tied it up at
nine-all at the end of the first quarter,
were leading 20-19 at the half, but
wilted to a final 33-25 decision. Lou
Meagher showed up well at guard,
while Vitto Zaremba had uncanny accuracy on foul shots. Nick Pellicanl
continued to be the outstanding man on
the junior team.
Johnny Woodbury, ex-South Portland
High captain, and "Goon" Webster of
Edward Little High, teamed up to
send the highly-touted first year men
into a 39-27 victory over the defending
league champion sophs. Webster's
height and jumping ability enabled him
to flip the tip-off to Woodbury consistently to set up some fast and welltimed scoring formations. But Johnny
Bartlett, bespectacled sophomore forward, had the best eye of all the players making the basket swish from all
angles.
The summaries:
pts.
fls.
Seniors
gls.
5
2
1
Lapham, rf
2
0
1
Small, rf
9
2
S
Zaremba, If
0
0
0
Atherton, If
3
1
1
Sherman, c
2
1
0
Muskie, c
2
2
0
Clark, rg
3
Drobosky, Ig
1
1
2
3
1
Meagher, lg
Juniors
Curtin, lg
Hager, lg
Dunlevy, rg
Nims, rg
Welch, c
Pellicanl, If
Danielson, If
Duncan, rf
Mallard, rf

10
gls.
1
2
0
0
2
3
1
2
0

13
fls.
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

33
pts
2
5
0
0
5
7
2
4
0

SPORTS SHOTS

Student Assembly
To Be Held Thurs.
At 8:40 o'clock tomorrow
morning, January 16th, Robert
E. Saunders '36, President of the
Student Council, will call to order the second Student Assembly
of the year. The meeting will be
held in the Alumni Gymnasium
and is expected to last until 9:30.
The purpose of the meeting is
almost entirely athletic; but with
the awarding of letters and numerals will also come a program
of musical entertainment provided by the popular trombonist
Winston B. Keck '38, and a set
of Eddie "Major Bowes" Curtin's
amateur stars, Virginia Cook '39,
and Walter Leon '37. The entire
program is as follows:
1. Medley of Bates Songs (Trombone solo) — Winston B.
Keck '38.
2. Athletic Awards and Speeches
by Coach "Dave" Morey,
Prof. Oliver F. Cutts, and
Coach Thompson.
3. "Song of the Returning"
(Vocal solo) — Walter R.
Leon '37.
4. Popular selection (Piano solo)
—Virginia Cook '39.
5. Talk on the "Mirror"—David
C. Whitehouse '36. 6. Singing of the "Alma Mater"
by the student body.

By Bob Saunders

Weekly boost—To Norman Thomas, of the Lewiston "Evening Journal," Toasts By Women Students
in appreciation for the "facts" concerning no Bates entries in the recent
Provide Entertainment
amateur bouts which he made known—that the college authorities. forbade
Following Dinner
any participation.

Bucky Gore's decision to leave school to carry on the business
of his late father is greatly lamented on the campus, especially by the
track team which saw a crack two mile team and a good chance 'or
the New England title next spring pass away. The former Massachusetts interscholastic half mile champion made a great name for
himself at Bates, being credited with the cage record of 2:19.2 tor
the 1.000 in the cage, more than two seconds under the old mark,
made against the current IC4A 800 meter champ. Ken Black. Maine
"35. He devoted all his time to track at Bates but was a star in the
twi-ball league and though very light, around 134, starred as a halfback at Worcester Academy. His beautiful running style and remarkable competitive spirit marked him as a "natural."
Going Up
The mile relay pavings for the and Webster, from Edward Little, led
K. C. Prout Memorial Games, January the Freshman scoring.
Did You Say, Good?
25th, at the Garden, brackets Bates
Bob Dixon, colored track star at
against Northeastern and Amherst.
With the two mile outfit a thing of the Bridgton, and former captain of George
past Coach Thompson is concentrating Washington High. New York, has anon a mile team with Howard, Daniel- nounced his intention of entering Bates
son, Luukko, Keck, and Saunders as a next year. At the recent K. of C. meet
nucleus. Undoubtedly the team will be in New York he stretched a six-yard
as fast or faster than last year's unde- handicap into a good fifteen yard win
feated team, but the competition this in 606 meters in the remarkably fast
year is decidedly stiffer. Northeastern time of 1:21.4. He has been extended
ranked with Manhattan and Holy Cross an invitation to meet Glenn Cunningbrack. Time: 4 8-min. periods,
as the three best mile teams in the east ham in an 800 meter race at the Melgls.
fls.
pts.
Freshmen
last season, defeating the Cross in a rose Games in New York, February 1st,
5
3
13
Woodbury, rf
great race at the University Club and will probably accept. His high
0
0
0
Jobrack, rf
games. Unless we are mistaken, Ellis, school records are: 100 yards, 10.8
0
11
Wilder, If
Hakanson, Tuscher, and Henderson sec; 440, 49.4 sec.: 880, 1.59.4. He will
0
0
0
Libby, If
are available again for a husky team be seen in action here February 19th
113
Webster, c
which should be as good as ever. Thus against the Freshmen.
Yes, It Is True That,
113
Bates pays the penalty of last year's
Williamson, c
The Sophs and Freshmen will battle
success, being moved up with the best
Reed, rg
0
11
teams, as happened last year when it out in a track meet this Friday and
2
0
4
A. Briggs, rg
Bates was promoted to class A in the Saturday . . . with hockey out P. T.
4
4
12
Canavan, lg
University Club games with much credit is being given for skating which
10
2
Malone, lg
larger colleges. Win Keck and Harry is some consolation for the puck chasKeller will represent the Garnet in ers. Red Nims, Junior baseball man39
14
11
the dash. Harry, the veteran, placed in ager, who seems to be without an equal
fls.
pts.
Sophomores
gls.
last year's event, while Keck, who in cribbage and horseshoe pitching (in
0
2
1
Doyle, lg
never ran before entering Bates, has the good old days behind J. B.), now
3
Morin, lg
2
1
looks like a champion in free throwing
never seen a big meet.
0
Hathaway, rg
0
0
in basketball. Recently he sunk 22
From Alumni Gym
0
0
0
Eaton, rg
Leno Lenzi '35, former basketball and later 24 tries in succession. Steer,
3
Preston, c
1
1
star who has been visiting the campus all state goalie from Bowdoin. was
3
Eggleton, If
1
1
the past week, took in the Freshman- on the Polar Bear's second string as
0
Patterson, If
0
0
Sophomore basketball, which saw the Northeastern won S-4 at Brunswick reBartlett, rf
7
0
14
yearlings topple the defending champs, cently. Colby defeated the high-stepand named John Bartlett of the Sophs ping Cyclones recently while the St.
12
3
27
as the best man on the floor. Wood- Doms took the count - of the ultraScore by periods:
12 3 4
T bury. former South Portland captain, strong Boston Olympic Club.
Freshmen
12 9 7 11
39
Weekly knock—To the Lewiston "Daily Sun" scribe who inferred (withSophomores
5 5 8 9
27
Referee: Pignone. Umpire: McClus- out trying to find out the real story) that the Bates boys "were afraid to
key. Timer: Wellman. Scorer: Nims. mix it up" in the amateurs.

3
25
11
12 3 4
Score by periods:
9 10 8 6
Seniors
9 11 5 0
Juniors
Referee: Pignone. Umpire: McCluskey. Timer: Woodbury. Scorer: Jo-
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FOR

Pop Concert
Ann's Flower Shop
The Storm of Individual Service

CAP ATHERTON, Agent
Phone 827

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

We can show you a varied
selection of

PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADIES' SILK
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
HAND BAGS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS

r

Barn stone - Osgood
JEWELERS
LEWISTON, - MAINE

DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Oar Silox Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

Watches always at the lowest prices
For Guaranteed Goods

Jewelry-Silverware
Novelties
"Chilton Pens - All New Models"

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.
80 Lisbon Street .

Lewiston, Me.

SIGN

"BIG CHIME CLOCK"
O 19J6,
■
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Annual WAA Banquet Held At Rand
Yesterday Evening

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Fiske Dining"HaUbe"came, the scene
of a colorful banquet last £«*>*■«
the Women's Athletic Association held
its annual formal dinner and entertainment at 6 o'clock.
Novel table decorations of white
and silver added charm to an atmosphere made attractive by dinner music
candle light and a general color scheme
of red and white.
Interesting Toasts
The entertainment for the evening
consisted of a series of toasts given
by prominent women students. Dorothy
Wheeler '36, as toastmistress. first
called upon Millicent Thorp '37, who
toasted the faculty and banquet guests.
The Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores, and
Freshmen were then toasted in turn
by Eleanor Smart '39, Priscilla Heath
'36 Margaret Meloner '37, and Virginia Orberton '38. A final toast was
given by Louise Geer '36, to athletics.
Dinner Music
The list of guests invited by the
Athletic Association to the banquet
included Dr. and Mrs. Hovey, Prof,
and Mrs. MacDonald, Dr. and Mrs.
Leonard, Mrs. Gray, Dean Clark, Miss
Walmsley and Miss Fisher.
Constance Redstone '36, as general
chairman of the banquet, was assisted
by Valeria Kimball '36, Kathryn
Thomas '37, and Margaret Melcher '37.
Dinner music was furnished throughout the meal by Carolyn Blake '36,
and Ann Saunders '36.

Felch, Greenwood, And
Graff am Win-Tourney
The three finalists in the Chase
Hall bowling tournament were William
Felch '36, William Greenwood '36,
and Elwyn Graffam '37.
Of the three, Felch emerged victor,
defeating, first Graffam, and then in
the finals, Greenwood. As a result of
the tournament, a team of three has
challenged any other team to a match.
The three are Felch. Graffam. and
Charles Worth '38.
The ping-pong tournament has progressed to the semi-finals, and will be
played off in a short time. Interest in
the pool tournament seems to have
waned, but a new schedule has been

Dr. Ranger, Trustee, Design^
Athletic PlantTen Years Ag0
By Wilford Symons
Among the Overseers on campus
.ast weneSk-end for the meeting; dM£
Roard of Trustees was Dr. Walter *-.
Ranger? architectural designer of several buildings on the Bates College
r-immis Over ten years ago on December 14 1925, Bates students, alumn? administrators, and faculty saw the
tangible realization of a new modern
£vm..a*ium with the laying of the
forner^ stone of the Clifton Daggett
Gfav Athletic Building, one of Dr.
Ranger's creations. The simple ceremonv accompanying this auspicious ocSon was taken part in by the whole
college, including faculty, and a few
'"senufr Class president, Roy Sinclair
and Student Council president Inez
Ferris spoke on the theme. "What the
Athletic Building means to Bates College " President Gray representing the
trustees brought forward a statement
accepting the building.
Documents in Corner Stone
A box containing the following documents was buried under the corner
stone: the life of O. B. Cheney, life of
former president, George Colby Ohase,
a copy of "Bates at Sixty Years, a
1924-1925 catalogue, the "Alumnus" for
Julv. 1925, "Lewiston Evening Journal." June 20, 1925, "Lewiston Daily
Sun." December 14. 1925, and the
"Bates Student," dated December 11,
1925.
The actual laying of the corner stone
was done by President Gray, assisted
by two class officers.
Gift Made Completion Possible
The completion of this portion of the
physical education plant was made possible by the generous gift of William
Bingham II of Bethel, Maine. The
whole structure we know vaguely as
the "gym" including offices of the
physical education directors, men and
women's locker buildings; cage, conposted and the matches are being
played off.
James Nelson '33, head of the Chase
Hall committee and sponsor of the
present tournament, plans another to
be held shortly after mid-years.
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D'UKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of elm-n weeks are s*r?n
each year. Their May be taken consecutively graduation in three je: r»i
or three terms may be taken each rear
(graduation in four years). Th -ntrance requirement!! are intellit nrti
character and at least two yea'- of
college work, including: the mihjfcU
.specified for Grade A Medical S<r>oolt.
Catalogue* and application form- mar
be obtained from the Dean.

